Control system design for hypersonic vehicles using modern control theory techniques generally leads to high order controllers. The time delays which are created when these controllers are implemented may not be acceptable. A technique to constrain controller dimension a priori in the design process employing a controller canonical realization and a homotopy algorithm is used to design xed order H 1 controllers. A 6 th order controller is designed for a hypersonic vehicle model accelerating through Mach 8. A comparison with a full order design is conducted and the results illustrate that the reduced order controller satis es the performance speci cations. Typical hypersonic features like propulsion system interactions and aeroelastic coupling e ects are modeled as uncertainties. A xed order controller is designed exhibiting similar robustness properties as a full order compensator while considerably reducing controller complexity.
Introduction
At the dawn of the next millenium, hypersonic ight is one of the most demanding frontiers challenged by aerospace scientists. Designing a vehicle that has horizontal take-o and landing capability, is able to perform hypersonic atmospheric ight and reaches a typical low earth orbit involves considering a variety of di erent e ects ands requirements. A crucial component of such an aerospace vehicle is the control system which stabilizes the vehicle and ensures precise tracking of pilot commanded inputs. This task will be further complicated by a strong interaction between aerodynamics, structure, and the propulsion system.
It has been shown in Ref's. 1] and 2] that modern control theory using H 1 and -synthesis techniques is well suited for addressing multiple uncertainty sources in hypersonic ight control design. However, a signi cant disadvantage of these techniques is that the resulting controller is of the same order as the generalized plant. Frequency dependent weights have to be included in the design framework in order to achieve the desired performance and robustness characteristics. Thus, the order of the generalized plant is increased resulting in high order controllers. When implemented, large order controllers can create time delays which may be undesirable. One solution to this problem is to use model order reduction on the controller realization. This technique, though, does not consider the properties of the closed loop system when reducing the order of the controller and therefore robustness properties are not guaranteed. Another approach to this problem is to constrain the order of the controller a priori in the design process.
In this paper, a controller canonical form is imposed on the compensator structure to constrain the controller dimension. Necessary conditions for an optimal H 1 controller are derived using a di erential game formulation. A homotopy algorithm is used to continuously deform the solution of an H 2 problem formulation which serves as starting point to the solution of the desired problem formulation, i.e. an optimal xed order H 1 controller. This technique is applied to a hypersonic vehicle accelerating through Mach 8. A reduced order compensator is designed and its nominal performance characteristics are investigated. Uncertainty models for propulsion system perturbations, elastic-rigid body mode interactions and uncertainty in control e ectiveness are used to synthesize a xed order controller.
Fixed Order Compensators for the H1 Problem
For a standard control problem, the generalized plant is given by _ x = Ax + B 1 w + B 2 u (1) 
where x c 2 R nc is the state vector of the controller the dimension of which can be speci ed. Fig. 1 illustrates this design framework. The drawback with this general controller formulation is that the problem is over-parametrized. To avoid this problem of overparametrization, a canonical form description is used for the controller 3]. In controller canonical form the compensator is de ned as (8) where x c 2 R nc and u c 2 R ny . P and H are freeparameter matrices, and P 0 and N 0 are xed matrices of zeros and ones determined by the choice of controllability indices i as follows: P 0 = block diagfP 0 1 ; : : :; P 0 ny g (9) P 0 i = 2 shows the structure of such a controller. Similarly, a compensator in observer canonical form can be constructed. However, in the current approach only the controller canonical form is employed.
With this formulation, the compensator states can be absorbed into the generalized plant. Let
The augmented system is de ned by: 
Eqs. 14-17 de ne a static gain output feedback problem where the compensator is represented by a minimal number of free parameters in the design matrix, G. The augmented system is shown in Fig. 3 . The closed loop system is given by _ 
where G = fG 2 R (nu+ny) nc :Ã is stable and kT zw k 1 < g. In the min-max problem, the minimizing player acts rst, and then the maximizer. 
Controller Design Using a Homotopy Algorithm
As demonstrated in the previous section, imposing a controller canonical form on the compensator structure provides a powerful tool for the design of xed order controllers. In this paper, a homotopy method is employed to perform the xed order H 1 controller design. A thorough discussion on homotopy methods and their utilization in xed order controller design for H 2 , H 1 as well as mixed H 2 /H 1 problems is given in Ref. 5] . Therefore, only a concise introduction into the principle of homotopy methods and their implementation in an H 1 design procedure is provided in this paper.
Homotopy (or continuation) methods, arising from algebraic and di erential topology, embed a given problem in a parameterized family of problems. More An initial guess for the compensator gain G 0 is obtained by a full order, low authority H 2 design followed by order reduction of the compensator and transformation of the reduced order model into controller canonical form 6]. This procedure was chosen because it has been observed numerically that order reduction techniques tend to work best for low authority LQG controllers 7] . A partial explanation of this phenomenon is given in Ref. 8] . However, if the system is unstable order reduction techniques tend to fail even for low authority H 2 designs. Thus, it may be required to shift individual poles of the system into the left half plane in order to obtain a reducable H 2 controller.
The philosophy of imposing a canonical form on the compensator structure minimizes the number of free parameters but can also lead to numerical illconditioning of the problem 7]. A balancing transformation 9] which does not a ect the controller characteristics relaxes the strict structure in the P 0 and N 0 matrices in Eqs. 9-11 and improves the conditioning of the problem.
For the H 1 problem two separate homotopy loops are employed. The rst homotopy transforms the gain G 0 of the low control authority H 2 design for a stable system to the gain G 1 of a full authority H 2 design for a possibly unstable system. This is done by gradually deforming the weights on control cost and measurement noise as well as the system A-matrix while proceeding along the the homotopy path until the desired problem formulation is recovered. Depending upon the complexity of the problem this transition is performed using one homotopy loop or is separated into multiple loops where system poles and control authority are deformed individually in order to avoid numerical di culties. A critical region when deforming the A-matrix is when the open loop poles cross the imaginary axis. Very small step sizes may be required to retain a stable closed loop system.
A second homotopy is appended to perform the H 1 design. The upper bound for kT zw k 1 from some high initial value approximating the H 2 design to its minimal value for which a controller exists such that kT zw k 1 < . The entire procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4 . In principle, it is possible to use a direct homotopy from G 0 to G while simultaneously deforming the weights and . However, the transition low-to-full authority and/or stable-to-unstable open loop system always has to be completed in order to obtain the desired plant, whereas the minimum value of that can be achieved is usually not known beforehand. Thus, the proposed two step procedure is more feasible for practical purposes. Homotopy algorithms are rather sensitive to numerical ill-conditioning. If the plant and the adjoined weighting functions are not well de ned or of large order the Hessian matrix can exhibit signi cant illconditioning. Since the inverse of the Hessian is used in both prediction and correction step of the homotopy procedure it is of importance to de ne a reasonable system. Nevertheless, a successful homotopy requires robustness to nearly singular and/or inde nite Hessian matrices. In the prediction step the inverse Hessian is computed using H ?1 = V ( 2 + I) ?1 U T (37) where (U; ; V ) denote the singular value decomposition of the Hessian such that H = U V T :
(38) The value for is currently chosen to be ve orders of magnitudes smaller than the maximum singular value which makes the prediction relatively insensitive to near-singularities in the Hessian, and minimizes the prediction error. In the correction step a positive definite Hessian is mandatory to guarantee a descent direction for the Newton method. In case of inde nite Hessians this is ensured by adding a value to the main diagonal:
(39) Currently the value for is chosen such that the condition number of the new Hessian H ? is reduced to values which enable the Newton method to converge.
Another aspect of homotopy methods is computation time, since the evaluation of the large dimensional Hessian matrix is computationally intensive. Since gradient methods require only rst order information, a hybrid approach is envisioned where the correction step consists of several initial conjugate gradient steps (which bring the solution close to the optimum)followed by Newton steps to achieve convergence. This issue will be addressed in future research.
Hypersonic Vehicle Model
The hypersonic vehicle model used in this study is the Winged-Cone Con guration described in Ref. 
The interconnection structure for controller design is shown in Fig. 5 and is based on the design in Ref.
2]. The design is carried out as a velocity and altitude command tracking system. Additional disturbances include Dryden turbulence models introducing the gust quantities V g ; g and _ g into the system (see Ref. 2] ). Control actuator dynamics are represented by rst order lters. Weights are imposed on control de ections and actuator rates to minimize control e ort and to reduce the sensitivity of the control response to atmospheric disturbances. They are selected to be W e = 3; W = 3 (42) W _ e = 5; W _ = 1 :
(43) To guarantee natural responses in velocity and altitude the e ort of tracking the commanded input signals is pursued using a model following approach. The velocity command is passed through a rst order lter where the time constant is selected to result in a 5% settling time of approximately 60 seconds: (46) The model following approach proved to be a critical step towards de ning a \round" system which avoids numerical di culties in the controller synthesis. A measurement weight W noise = 10 ?4 I 4 (47) is imposed on the fedback variables velocity error, altitude error, pitch rate, and pitch attitude.
The actuator modes are not controllable from the disturbance input. This is normally not a problem since these modes are stable. However, as explained in Section 3, to obtain an initially stabilizing xed order controller a low authority H 2 design is performed rst followed by an order reduction, followed by transformation to controller canonical form. This last step requires that the input matrix for the reduced order compensator (which is the optimal lter gain in the full order case) be full rank. This is not the case if the plant is not controllable from the disturbance input. Therefore, two independent white noise processes are injected into the actuators (WH2 in Fig. 5 ) with intensity W H2 = 10 ?4 (48) to satisfy this condition.
Hypersonic atmospheric ight using airbreathing propulsion will be characterized by a strong interaction between aerodynamics, structure, and propulsion system. These e ects are modeled as uncertainties and their impact on performance, guidance and control characteristics is investigated in Ref. 2 ]. Hence only a concise summary of the uncertainty modeling is provided in this paper. The e ect of propulsion system perturbations due to angle of attack variations is modeled as parameter uncertainty in the aerodynamic coe cient c M in the longitudinal dynamics. This uncertainty is labeled \uncertainty 1" in Fig. 5 .
Flexible body bending e ects are modeled using a transfer function representing the rst three fuselage bending modes. Induced by elevon de ections the transfer function models the impact of aeroelastic e ects on the rigid body behavior. For control design purposes the \true" aeroelastic transfer function is replaced by a simpler cover function introducing the same level of uncertainty into the system. This cover function is given by 
Fixed Order H1 Design
First, H 1 designs were performed in which the uncertainty models in Fig. 5 were not considered. The generalized plant of the hypersonic vehicle for H 1 controller synthesis contains 13 states. The longitudinal dynamics are characterized by an unstable short were employed to reduce the order of the full controller. The lowest order which could be achieved using these methods was 11, all controllers of lower order resulted in unstable closed loop systems. Using the homotopy algorithm described earlier, a 6 th order controller was designed. The initial guess was obtained by shifting the unstable short period mode into the left half plane. This permitted the design of a reduced order H 2 compensator without the need for lowering the control authority. The rst homotopy gradually moved the short period mode back to its original location. The second homotopy reduced the upper bound for kT zw k 1 , , to design the xed order H 1 controller. In general, it is not desirable to reduce the overbound, , to its minimum value, since this leads to high frequency poles in the compensator dynamics resulting in direct feedthrough of measurement noise to the vehicle dynamics. Thus the homotopy was terminated when the stepsize in fell short of a prespeci ed tolerance.
A direct comparison of the maximumsingular value plots of the closed loop system transfer functions from disturbance inputs to performance outputs T zw with the 6 th order and full order controllers are shown in Fig. 6 . The 6 th order controller achieves a value of = 0:801 compared to = 0:548 of the full order design. The steep roll-o at a frequency of about 10 rad/sec demonstrates that the xed order controller avoids plant inversion, and eliminates the high frequency poles of the optimal full order H 1 design.
An impression of the nominal performance of the 6 th order controller is illustrated in Figs. 7-12 . They Fig. 7 exhibits the e ect of turbulence but achieves a smaller steady state error than the full order design. The altitude responses in Fig.  8 are almost identical. The signi cant impact of turbulence on the system is demonstrated in Figs. 9-12. Both angle of attack and pitch rate responses exhibit substantial uctuations. The control responses in elevon and fuel equivalence ratio display the same characteristics, even though the control rates were penalized to reduce sensitivity to turbulence.
The results illustrate that the 6 th order controller meets the performance requirements for tracking commanded velocity and altitude. Nevertheless, the impact of atmospheric turbulence at hypersonic speeds is considerable and precautions need to be taken to desensitize the controller design with respect to turbulence e ects. One possibility is to further increase the weight on the control de ections and rates at the expense of possibly increasing the steady state errors in V and h. Frequency dependent weights on velocity and altitude errors can also be introduced to reduce the weight at high frequency. Alternatively, the controller synthesis procedure can be formulated as a mixed H 2 /H 1 problem where the transfer function from turbulence inputs to weighted control outputs de nes the H 2 problem while the transfer function from velocity and altitude command signals to error outputs remains as the H 1 problem. A homotopy algorithm for the mixed problem is described in Ref. 5].
Fixed Order Design
If the system to be controlled contains multiple uncertainty sources at di erent locations in the plant a standard H 1 design will generally result in a conservative controller where performance is sacri ced in order to achieve robust stability. Employing -synthesis reduces this conservatism by accounting for the structure in the uncertainty. However, utilization of Dscales matrices considerably increases the order of the resulting controller. Since H 1 controller design is a subproblem when designing for robust performance with structured uncertainty, the xed order technique introduced above has the potential to constrain the order of the controller which is normally subject to signi cant increases. A xed order -synthesis philosophy is pursued by replacing the full order H 1 design step in the -synthesis procedure with the xed order technique.
The uncertainty models introduced in Section 4 were incorporated in the generalized plant. Uncertainty levels of 25% in c M due to propulsion system e ects, aeroelastic e ects as given in Eq. 49, and 10% low-frequency uncertainty in control e ec- tiveness were present simultaneously. The need to account for the uncertainty structure is demonstrated in Fig. 13 . A full order H 1 design for the plant containing uncertainty results in upper -bounds above 80 for the robust performance curve, whereas the equivalent nominal design in the previous section achieved kT zw k 1 = 0:548.
A full order design resulted in a 39 th order controller. Using the xed order technique a 10 th order controller was synthesized. In this case the dimension of the augmented system matrix A in Eq. 14 is 49. Plots of the upper -bounds representing robust performance and robust stability to uncertainty are depicted in Fig. 14 . For low frequencies the robust performance curves are well above 1 implying that neither controller meets the performance speci cations in the presence of the given uncertainties. However, the robust performance levels of the controllers show a signi cant improvement over the H 1 design in Fig. 13 . Both controllers achieve the same level of robust stability indicating that the vehicle is successfully stabilized for the given uncertainty levels. This result demonstrates the capability of the developed xed order design methodology to signi cantly reduce controller complexity.
The current version of -synthesis employs the socalled D-K iteration procedure including a curve tting step to nd a rational transfer function representation of the D-scales . Future research will focus on incorporating the D-scales into the homotopy framework allowing for simultaneous optimization of D-scales and controller as well as circumventing the curve tting step.
The uncertainty model for propulsion system variations permits complex perturbations in the real aerodynamic coe cient c M introducing unnecessary conservatism into the design. Modeling real uncertainty as such is currently the subject of expansive research 
Conclusions
A technique for designing xed order H 1 controllers has been developed and a control study of a hypersonic vehicle has been conducted. A controller canonical form description was imposed on the compensator structure and a homotopy algorithm was used to design H 1 controllers of constrained dimension. The homotopy code exhibits a sensitivity to numerical ill-conditioning for large order systems and care must be taken when selecting the weights to formulate a well de ned problem. A 6 th order H 1 controller was designed while attempts to reduce a full order controller beyond 11 th order using standard order reduction techniques failed. A study of achievable nominal performance demonstrates the feasibility of using xed order controller synthesis for hypersonic aircraft. The impact of atmospheric turbulence at hypersonic speeds is signi cant. Accounting for turbulence will be crucial for successful ight control design for aerospace vehicles and a mixed H 2 /H 1 design methodology is envisioned.
Important features typical for hypersonic atmospheric ight like propulsion system interactions and aeroelastic coupling e ects were introduced in the form of uncertainty models. A xed order -synthesis design resulted in a 10 th order controller with similar robust performance and stability characteristics as a full order controller with 39 states. Achievable robust performance levels degrade when multiple uncertainty sources are present simultaneously. This indicates that non-conservative uncertainty modeling is a critical issue in hypersonic ight control system design.
